
 
Lodge History 

By Michael D. Robinson 
Grand Historian 2018-2020 

There was a request for information on the Master’s Yearly History, and how to deal with our 
historical records, photos and Lodge paraphernalia. There are probably better sources for the proper 
handling of such items, but having spent a lot of time dealing with these types of materials, I will 
offer some suggestions. 
There may be some questions about what the Master should do once he completes his yearly 
history.  The current required yearly history information should be sent into Grand Lodge, digitally 
physically or both, at which point they will be put into the Lodge's digital file, and or in the file of 
physical Lodge Histories. Currently the Grand Lodge has several bins of Lodge histories. Efforts 
have been made to copy these histories, and the information has been filed in databases. A filing 
cabinet can be put together with a file for each Lodge containing past and future submissions 
including papers, books, thumb-drives and disks. The yearly history should also be kept in the 
archives of the Lodge. They can be put into the Minutes, a special file or data base, or library for 
larger works.  
The question of the relevance of the materials we have in our buildings is crucial to understanding 
what we should keep and what we should get rid of. To some, old stuff is junk, while to other it is 
treasure. But indeed, the revolving nature of our organization could have several Master's save 
important materials, only to be thwarted years later by someone clearing out the old junk and tossing 
things without looking at what they are. The equipment we use in Lodge could be much more 
significant and older than we know. How old are your pillars? Look at the globe! Africa had many 
European colonization’s, the names of the countries changed between the 1850 and 1950. Using this 
method several pillars have been dated back to the 1880’s and 90’s and others to the 1940’s. The 
Minutes might reveal that that funky old jewel or that dinged up sword is of greater significance than 
it appears. 
The obvious items to keep are Minutes, Ledgers, Membership books, Black books, essentially any 
books relevant to your Lodge. They should be organized, scanned and retained, preferably in a fire-
resistant area. All pictures should be scanned, labeled if possible and put into archival boxes. It is 
crucial that people label their photos. Although you know all the guys in the photo the next 
generation will not. An unnamed picture of officers is disappointing because it loses relevance, but 
that can be regained. On our walls are pictures of our Past Masters, as those get scanned researchers 
can compare them to make identifications. There has been success taking an unlabeled picture and 
sorting out the who and when. First matching the Master gives you the year, looking up the officer 
line gives you the players, then matching the other members in the line to others who went on to 
become Master or were Masters in the past. As example; an old unlabeled picture from 1926 had 30 
members in it. Figuring out the guy with the hat gave the date, Lodge Minutes gave the location and 



comparing other pictures helped fill in the blanks. In the end when, where and 29 of the 30 men in 
the picture were identified. Remember I started with nothing but a picture. 

 
Official Grand Master visit to Portland Lodge #55, October 15, 1926 

at the Knights of Pythias Temple in Portland, Oregon 

First Row (Left to Right): 

Walter C. Winslow Senior Grand Steward (GM 1932-33) 

Harry Cowgill PM Portland#55 District Deputy District 1 

John Bryson Cleland Grand Treasurer (PGM 1898-99) 

D. Rufus Chaney Grand Secretary 

Edgar High Sensenich Grand Master of Oregon (PM Portland #55) 

Milton L. Meyer Junior Grand Warden (GM 1929-30) 

Frank M. Patterson Junior Grand Deacon (PM Washington #46 1916) 

Archie Fries Junior Grand Steward 

Wallace McCament Grand Orator 

William G. Wharton Grand Tyler 

Second Row: 

Weston G. Shellenbarger District Deputy District 2 Washington #46 (PGM 1917-18) 

Ben C. Buck Marshal Portland #55 

Charles Whittlesey Secretary Portland #55 

Harry Harvey Junior Warden Portland #55 

Loyal McCarthy Worshipful Master Portland #55 

Lytle William Matthews Worshipful Master Washington #46 

Walter Finke Senior Deacon Portland #55 

Richard Martin Senior Steward Portland #55 

Hardy Howard Senior Warden Portland #55 

Marshall Grenfell Junior Deacon Portland #55 

Third Row: 

James H. Richmond, Sec. Washington #46 (PM 1902) 

____________?  JD Pro Tem Washington #46 

John Marion Lewis, Chaplin Washington #46  

Arlie Ray Libby, SD Washington #46 (PM 1929) 

Lawrence A. Waggener, Marshal Washing ton #46 

Hugh Richard Holman, JW Washington #46 (PM 1928) 

Harry Galt Halstead, SW Washington #46 (PM 1927) 

Ryland Brown McClung, Treasurer Washington #46 *(* not the best photo to compare but it was consistent.) 
Harry Hugh Richmond, SS Washington #46 (PM 1930) 

Ross E. Gearhart, JS Washington #46(PM 1932) 



Essentially anything with member data on it should be retained. Membership cards should be 
scanned, organized, boxed, labelled and put in a safe place, not dis-guarded!!! Initially all member 
data was written into books but over time the format changed to cards, so it is likely that the cards 
hold specific information not found elsewhere. If a close inspection found there was another source 
with the same information then you could consider getting rid of the redundant source. It is not 
unusual for members to have multiple cards over their Masonic career, but they almost always have 
different information on them. It is possible that some of this information could be redundant, but 
that takes a close examination to make sure each card has the same information and some don't 
have additional bits that shouldn't be lost. Most anything pre 1930's should be retained at this point. 
Everything has some relevance, early Lodge bills tell a story, not just of what the Lodge purchased 
and who from, but old letterheads of early businesses, owned both by Masons and founding 
members of the community.  

 

Bank statements are a place where I have successfully managed to throw some things away. 
Although they can tell a story also, it is unlikely anyone will bother. Important expenses will be in 
the Minutes, so much of the banking information becomes unnecessary over time. But here again 
100-year-old records should not be dis-guarded. Chances are not much of this stuff is left anyway, so 
saving it won't take much space. A few random checks and statements as samples seems to be 
enough as you move through different eras. Once we get into the 1950's it began to be easier to 
copy and print out things so you begin to find more redundancy. Computer printouts of 
information in the Proceedings or other redundant papers can be dis-guarded, but it should be 
checked to make sure it doesn't contain unique information. 
What to save and what to get rid of is a tricky question, always error on the side of caution. 
Organizing things and putting them in a box labeled "Important History don't throw away", will 
likely deter the random tossing of things. I found a couple boxes of papers labeled like that at 
Eugene. It was the earliest papers of the Lodge. Folded and stuffed in the box there was a danger to 
messing with them, but leaving them as they were rendered them useless. In this case the paper was 
still soft and pliable, but if it gets brittle that gets very tricky. So, each paper was unfolded, flattened 
and scanned. Then they were put in an archival folder and that put into an archival box in the vault. 



Now the originals can be safely viewed without folding and unfolding, and having scanned them, 
they can be viewed and used for stories without having to touch the originals at all. I believe their 
being labeled as important old papers kept them from being tossed when the vault was purged. And 
so, we have some of Eugene's earliest records still intact. 

 
 
 
 

Lodge History Examples 
Every Lodge really needs two historians, one to uncover the past and another to record what is 
happening now. Most Lodges have neither, but from small steps great things can happen. Some 
glimpse into the Master’s year would be of great value. I have seen many papers that didn’t reveal 
much, but had one little clue that unlocked a bigger story. Below is a brief history done by a Eugene 
Master from 1947. It is a basic look at the year, not super informative, but useful.  
 
Below that I have included several pages of the Eugene Lodge 2019 Yearbook. Taking notes from 
the Minutes and adding pictures and descriptions, then enhanced with accounts from principle 
officers and brothers who were in charge of different Lodge functions. Finally going to an online 
do-it-yourself publishing company., where it was printed for library and members. 



 
 



 

 

One thing stands out to me in this history, is the mention of the clandestine Lodge equipment brought 
over by Springfield Lodge. When I first came over to Eugene, I was given access to a large storage container 
that the Master of the Lodge was planning to empty. I found many great pieces in there which I promptly 
cleared out. Soon after everything left in the container disappeared, probably to the thrift store. The 
clandestine Lodge equipment was from Robert Burns Lodge in Springfield part of the Thompson Masonic 
Conspiracy. The Lodge set to work on October 26, 1913 to ended with Thompson’s arrest in 1917. There’s a 
book about it in the Lodge Library and a large packet of papers in the Grand Lodge Vault. The beginning of 
Liberty Lodge No. 171’s history tells how they came to have the stuff to begin with. The materials included 
their By-Laws, Minutes and sign in book, officers’ jewels, a manual of the Lodge of sorts, gavels, ballot box, 
diplomas and even a printed copy of the ritual. 



Lodge History for Eugene Lodge #11 
WB Georg Birns Master 2019 

 

LODGE OFFICERS 
Worshipful 
Master: WB Georg Birns 

 
Secretary: WB Rich Maris 

Senior Warden: Terin Mueller 
 

Treasurer: Lance McGraw 

Junior Warden: Ben Overton 
 

Tyler: WB Mike Spurling 

Senior Deacon: WB Steve Karner 
 

Junior Deacon: Anthony Hale 

Senior Steward: Michael Richardson 
 

Junior Steward: David Wagner 

Chaplain: Sterling Dailey 
 

Marshal: WB Alex Casper 

Organist: Adam Korinek 
 

Historian: WB Michael Robinson 

 

AWARDS 
Hiram Award 

Recipients: 
For 2018 Dr. Jack Adler Jan. 9, 2019.                                                                     
For 2019 WB Donavon Davidge Dec. 11, 2019 

50/60/65/75-
year Awards: 

WB Peter G. Holmes April 10, 2019 50 year pin, WB Rich Maris with a golden 
Secretary’s Quill pin, WB Rich Maris Honorary Past Master Nov. 13, 2019. 



   

 
Installation of officers for 2019, Eugene Lodge #11 on December 19, 2018 

Front row left to right: David Wagner JS, Ben Overton JW, RWB Dale Vanderpool DD #13, Georg 
Birns WM, Terin Mueller SW, Alex Casper Marshal, Anthony Hale JD, WB Mike Spurling Tyler. 2nd row: WB 
Michael Robinson Historian, Sterling Dailey Chaplin, WB Steve Karner SD, Michael Richardson SS WB Rich 
Maris Sec. Lance McGraw Treas. 

Installing Master RWB Dale Vanderpool District Deputy for District #13, Marshal WB Zack Blalack 
 
 



Membership and degree work for 2019 (Names Redacted) 
Petitions:  
May 8, 2019 – petition for Initiation accepted 
June 12, 2019 – petition for Initiation for 2 accepted 
June 12, 2019 – petition for Affiliation  
July 10, 2019 - petition for Initiation accepted 
July 10, 2019 – petition for Affiliation accepted 
Aug. 12, 2019 -petition for Duel Affiliation accepted of McKenzie River #198 
Sept. 11, 2019 - petition for Initiation accepted  
Oct. 9, 2019 – petition for Initiation accepted 
Nov. 13, 2019 – petition for Initiation. accepted 
Affiliations: 
Jan. 9, 2019 – elected for Affiliation  
July 10, 2019 - elected for Affiliation  
Sept. 11, 2019 - elected for Affiliation  
Sept. 11, 2019 - elected for Affiliation  
Nov. 13, 2019 – elected for Affiliation  
Elected for Degrees: 
Jan. 9, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Jan. 9, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Feb. 13, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Feb. 13, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
June 12, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
July 10, 2019 - elected for Initiation  
Oct. 9, 2019 - elected for Initiation  
Oct. 9, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Oct. 9, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Nov. 13, 2019 – elected for Initiation  
Reinstated: 
May 8, 2019 - Reinstated EA Sept. 19, 2012, dropped FTA on Dec. 9, 2015.  
June 12, 2019 –  
Degrees: 
Jan. 16, 2019 - EA degree  
Jan. 16, 2019 – EA degree  
March 20, 2019 - MM degree  
March 27, 2019 – EA degree  
April 17, 2019 – MM degree  
April 24, 2019 – EA degrees  
April 24, 2019 _ EA degree  
May 22, 2019 – FC degrees  
May 22, 2019 – FC degrees  
June 19, 2019 – EA degree  
July 20, 2019 - MM degree  
July 31, 2019 – EA degree  
Aug. 21, 2019 – FC degree 
Aug. 31, 2019 – MM degrees  
Aug. 31, 2019 – MM degrees  
Sept. 18, 2019 – FC degrees   
Sept. 18, 2019 – FC degrees  
Oct. 30, 2019 – EA degree  
Nov. 20, 2019 – EA degrees  
Nov. 20, 2019 – EA degrees  



Dec. 18, 2019 – MM degree  
Life Members: 
April 10, 2019 -  
July 10, 2019 -  
Oct. 9, 2019 –  
Dropped Failure to Advance: 
Aug. 12, 2019 - EA Jan. 6, 2016 
Aug. 12, 2019 –EA Nov. 15, 2017 
Deaths: 
Feb. 2, 2019 – Kenneth Platt 
Feb. 8, 2019 James D. Ward 
Aug. 13, 2019 John H. Early, the go to Roofer in Eugene in the 1970’s – 1980’s died  
Sept. 2, 2019 – Eldon Shields 
Sept. 11, 2019 – Dale Wright 
 

 

 

 



 
Meetings and Events 

Jan. 5, 2019 - WM Birns meets with Appendant and Concordant Bodies to express plans for the year 
and a desire for better harmony and understanding among the different groups. 

Master’s Mission: 
Starting in November of 2018 the goal for the incoming Master was to hold quarterly meetings with all 

the other Masonic groups which met in the Eugene Lodge building. The purpose was to improve 
communications, better interactions and fellowship among the Bodies. It was necessary that the Lodge 
establish equity and accountability in the usage, upkeep and maintenance of the Masonic facility. Outreach 
events were created and themed with the appropriate Body in mind. Such as Pancake for Pups, Car Show, 
Senior Fashion Show, an Outdoor Master Mason degree and Parking for Baseball, Concerts and U of O 
Football games. Plans were made for additional fellowship events; Casino Night, Father’s Day Baseball, the 
River Raft trip, Masonic Group Picnic and the Christmas Party. The Master also desired that the Lodge 
should find a nice piece of property for Masonic retreats, camping and degrees. The needs of the Lodge were 
discussed, renovations were announced and investment opportunities were investigated. Updates to the 
building included a two-step platform for the SW, renovations to the bathrooms, updating the lights to LED, 
Security system, Landscaping, sealing of the building and Parking lot resurfacing and lining. The Lodge office 
was also updated new counters and cabinets, carpet, computers and a cell phone for the Secretary. Future 
Brother Woods was appointed photographer. It was the hope of the Worshipful Master that the other Bodies 
would participate more in the upcoming events, and they did. The Master than said he sought to chip off the 
rough parts of the stones, as the builder taught us, and continue to build the Temple as our Brothers in this 
city have for 164. The Master then extended his great regard for the Brethren who stepped up and served 
without whom he could not have accomplished his goals. 

 



Jan. 9, 2019 Stated Meeting – 34 present.  
 Junction City Lodge – get Real Estate team for selling property, anything above $125,000 would be 

profit.  
Don Wittish elected to membership by affiliation. 
Jade William Woods and Ryan Allen Kounovsky’s petitions for Initiation accepted. 
The 2-step SW platform in the works construction has begun. 
New Modem installed in office for better internet reception  
Work to make Football parking passes accessible online Zack Blalack to take lesser role, others to step    

up.  
Ed Duquette to take on Baseball parking. 
Money allocated for 10’x10’ Outreach Booth for our events, to have our name and logo on it. 
$500 to Amaranth for Diabetes Research - Royal Patron Wes Aanderud 
History Report on John Wesley Johnson 1st President U of O. 
Alex Casper given Past Master Certificate and Life membership for his service as Master last year. 

 
Jan. 16, 2019 – 18 present EA degrees for Jade William Woods & Ryan Allen Kounovsky. 

1st row: Dean Rees, Sterling Dailey, JW Ben Overton, EA Ryan Kounovsky, Ed Duquette, WM Georg 
Birns, EA Jade Woods, Anthony Hale. 2nd row: ? , Chris Calise, Adam Epstein, Lance McGraw, WB Steve 
Karner, WB Michael Robinson degree Master for Kounovsky, WB Rich Maris, SW Terin Mueller degree 
Master for Woods, WB Alex Casper. 



 
Hares & Hatters 2018-19 Grand Chapter O.E.S. Feb. 2, 2019 

 

 
Stated Dinner Feb. 13, 2019 

 
Cosette and Dean Rees help to provide another great meal for the Lodge. 



 
Julie Nellis, Morgan Rees and Ann Nailon serve the meal. 

 
Throughout the year the Rainbow girls assisted in serving our meals this picture was from Sept. 15, 2019 
(left to right) JW Ben Overton, WM Georg Birns, Ann Nailon, ?, Alicia Hill, Julie Nellis, Morgan Rees, 

Dean Rees, Amalie Rees, Kaylee Emery, Maleah Hill, Cosette Rees. WB Clay Robson and WB Martin 
DeForest seated at table. 

 
Feb. 13, 2019 Stated – 60 present: The Chaplin read a short talk of Tolerance. 
Joshua John Provost and Christopher J. Harrington put in petitions for Initiation. 
History Report on Charter member Ebenezer E. Haft FC at the time and William Pickett who was 

rejected twice. 
Lodge construction of two step platform for SW and sideline and carpeting to be from Feb. 25. To 

March 1. Three extra pianos to be donated to Brothers who want them. Process of changing to LED lights 
begins. Kitchen finishing touches are completed. 

Revision to Scholarships to include Trade Schools to maintain 16 scholarships this year. 
Give $200 each for DeMolay, Job’s Daughters and Rainbow Girls for Conclave Program adds. 
Give $1,000 to the Grand Bethel for to cover food short fall. 
 
 
 



Lodge Room Update 

 
The Lodge furniture was placed in the center of the Lodge and the sidelines were carpeted. 

 
The Master’s station in the East 

 
The Senior Warden’s Station in the West. For the first time in this building the Senior Warden will be 

seated on the proper platform, as intended. 
 



 
 

The Grand Master’s Official Visit 
April 10, 2019 

 

 
Grand Master’s visit April 10, 2019 

1st row: WB Martin DeForest, WB Clay Robson, WB Eric Headley Grand Marshal, RWB Ron Eggers 
DGM, WM Georg Birns, MWB Jim Morgan, Ed Duquette, Jade Woods, Dick Heyman. Back group: Mark 
Posler GSD, JW Ben Overton, Adam Korinek, Adam Epstein, Chris Wig, Lance McGraw, Michael Robinson 
GH, Randy Gordon, Josh Provost, Michael Richardson, ? , SW Terin Mueller, WB Steve Karner, WB Rich 
Maris, Matthew Smith, DD #13 Dale Vanderpool,  Stephen Chin, Alex Casper, Dick Beers, Lloyd Henson, 
Tyler Perkins, Anthony Hale, WB Don Wittish, David Hill, David Wagner, WB Mike Spurling Tyler, Bill 
McKenzie, Donavon Davidge, WB Perry McGill. 

 
 



 
June 22, 2019 -Show and Shire Car show organized by Bro. Richard Vaughan was a success in its first 

year and provided great outreach to the community, it should be continued as an annual event. 

 
 
EUGENE, Ore. – The Eugene Masonic Lodge No. 11 hosted the first annual Central Lane Show and 

Shine car show to raise money for charity. The group has not decided which charity will receive the money. 
Organizer Richard Vaughan said the community turnout was incredible. 
"It seems like every last person here has just loved what they've seen,” Vaughan said. “It's something 

that used to be in Eugene a long time ago and for whatever reason, it doesn't exist as much as it did and 
they're just happy to have a place close to home where they can come and enjoy themselves.” 

Organizers said this is the first time they have done this, but said since the turnout was so great, they are 
planning to do it annually. (KEZI 9 ABC News) 

 
 



 
David Wagner, Tyler Perkins, WB Ron Lasalle, Michael Richardson, Richard Vaughan, JW Ben Overton 

and SW Terin Mueller. 
Central Lane Show and Shine 

Eugene Masonic Lodge 11 AF & AM 
June 22nd 2019 
Inaugural year 

By Bro. Richard Vaughan 
I had the idea to put on a car show at the lodge during one of many football parking Saturdays. I was 

looking at all the people, and all the cars, put two and two together, and the idea was born in my head. I had 
mentioned to a few people but had not pursued it seriously until Worshipful Master Gorge Burns asked me if 

I was interested, and I answered, “I am”. I had never put on an event 
before, but I had been to hundreds of car shows in my life and I was 
extremely excited to put one together myself. I don’t know if I 
underestimated the work to be done, or if I just went way overboard 
trying to live up to my own expectations, either way it was a lot of 
work. I was very thankful to have a support group of brothers behind 
me the whole way, special thanks to Brother Ed Duquette who 
singlehandedly managed the registration booth checking in over a 
hundred individual vehicles the morning of.  

There were some hang ups early on in the planning process, which 
I believe is normal in a situation such as this, but after some time had 
gone by things really started to come together. We printed over 1300 
fliers and disbursed them throughout the community and as far north 
as Portland. We created a social media campaign reaching out to the 
community, as well as a fully integrated web page. The website work 
was done entirely by Paul Fenley. This allowed us an online portal to 
take preregistration payments and information and further promote the 

show itself. Without his generosity and diligent efforts, the show would have never gotten off the ground.  



 
We were able to have a headlining band (Band on the Run) who ended up playing live music the entire 

day, thanks to connections from worshipful brother Steve Karner. The artwork for the t-shirts/dash plaques 
and social media was provided by Brian Cunningham at Eugene Silkscreen and people were very pleased with 
the products that were received. Delp’s Awards created 28 custom Obelisk trophies for fourteen 1st and 2nd 
place categories ranging from best Bobber Motorcycle, to best Rat Rod and everything in between. Jeff Miller 
of Jets Industries created 9 additional separate best in show trophies, custom made for the event out of old 
car parts he collected from area swap meats, these were a hit and truly a prize to be won. 

  

We had a 50/50 raffle that was successfully represented and implemented, as well as an item Raffle with 
donated items from the community. These items came from Graffiti Alley, N-Touch Detailing, Sequential 
Bio Fuels, Painless Performance, and Summit Racing. The show itself received monetary sponsorship from 



several local companies, who’s involvement really made this show possible. N-Touch Detailing, Sam Krier 
State Farm, Toxic Burger, High Priestess Tattoo and Body Piercing, Zach Blalack Ameriprise Financial, 
White Label Extracts, The Herbal Connection, Next Level Wellness, Element 5 Academy, Village Fitness, Go 
Taxi, Darkside Window Tinting, PI graphics, and Most Wanted Espresso and Eats all came together to 
sponsor the 2019 show. 

 
We had three food trucks signed up, two of which actually made it to the show after an early morning 

day of cancelation. This cancelation left us without any coffee or breakfast items, and without the quick 
thinking and willingness to contribute from lodge members and concordant bodies, certainly would have 
caused a serious issue. A last-minute effort was made to cook and serve breakfast to the show goers out of 
our very own kitchen with literally 30 minutes notice. I hear that we served over a hundred meals that day, 
and the attendees raved about how good the food was, and thanked us for being so well prepared, little did 
they know. Irie Jamaican Chicken and Toxic burger and fries were our two food trucks, both did very well 
and confirmed they would be back next year given the opportunity. 

 



 
Brother Tyler Perkins and Brother Edward J. Nicks of El Paso Lodge #13 Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

With his apron, Initiated Oct. 17, 1952, Passed Nov. 20, 1952 Raised Dec. 5, 1952. Sec. E.L. Anderson and 
WM James E. McCarty. 

We had multiple vendors show up and display their wares and represent their specific groups during the 
event. Legendary Faces was onsite painting children’s, and adult’s, faces most of day, this was a big hit for all 
the little kids that were present. Chris Robinson and the local BACA chapter (Bikers Against Child Abuse) 
showed up in force with easily thirty motorcycles all lined up, they let kids sit on the bikes and take pictures 
all day, and also got the opportunity to get their message out to the community, the kids loved the bikes. 
Combat Veterans Motorcycle Group was present with half a dozen bikes and was also able to get their 
mission statement out to the community. Chalk Couture, Native Footprints, and Paparazzi Jewelry sold arts 
and crafts products most of the day. White Label extracts had a booth where they promoted their products 
and distributed goodies to event goers. And finally, Sam Krier State Farm spoke to patrons about insuring 
their classic cars trucks and motorcycles.  

 
The day of the event I showed up at 6am to set up and there were already cars in the parking lot waiting 

to be checked in, it was an emotional experience watching cars pile in as we reached the 7 o clock hour, 
witnessing all of our hard work come to fruition was very intense. Up until this point, this car show was still 



just an idea, an idea that if we built it they would come, it wasn’t until they showed up that we realized just 
what we had accomplished. Over a hundred vehicles from all different areas and genres showed up and 
entered into the show, people came from Washington, Idaho, and as far as Northern California, some driving 
over 200 miles that morning to be there.  

 
The community showed up in force as well, and if I had to guess, I would say that throughout the 

course of the day we had over a thousand people just stop in to hang out and enjoy what we had created. The 
local news showed up and conducted an interview with me, and we were subsequently broadcast on the local 
nightly news that evening. The weather was perfect, the music was great, the food was amazing, the cars were 
a sight to see, but the best thing of it all was the sense of accomplishment at the end of the day when the 
parking lot was once again empty. We had done something special. We had come together and created a 
moment in time for the entire community to enjoy and remember, and for the entire community to see what 
the brotherhood freemasonry is all about. Likeminded people, coming together for the greater good, and 
making great things happen. I was and am truly appreciative to be a part of something so special. 

     



 
Best in Show 

 
Best Car 

 
                     Best Truck                                               Best Motorcycle 

 

June 29, 2019 - Parking for Garth Brooks concert coordinated by WB Blalack and Bro. Overton 
 



 


